. Number of complexes in reference set matched with predicted complexes obtained from different PPI networks. a, A network that has been decomposed into three core subnetworks, namely 1-core (the outermost ellipse), 2-core (the middle ellipse), and 3-core (the innermost ellipse). Layer 1 includes three nodes filled with light grey, Layer 2 contains four nodes filled with white, and the eight nodes filled with black are located at Layer 3; b, the topology of hubs at different locations from peripheral core towards central core.
Supplementary Tables: Table S2 Counts of hubs in WD40 and non-WD40 proteins in ALL-PPI network
WD40
Non-WD40 Total   Hub  205  10578  10783   Non-hub  37  5406  5443   Total  242  15984  16226 The odds ratio (OR) for WD40 to be hubs here is 2.83 and  2 independent test for this gives a p-value of 2.077e-9, suggesting WD40 proteins are significantly more likely to be hubs. Orthologs for above genes were obtained from Inparanoid database [2] . "+" means an ortholog exists in the corresponding organism, "-" means the opposite. Numbers in parenthesis represent the counts of WD40 hub and non-WD40 hub. 
